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¶S H is Associate Professor of History at
Contributors McMaster University and the author of For Home, Country and

Race (Toronto, ) and academic articles on the politics of
memory and national identity in modern Britain. He is co-editing (with Wil-
liam Bruneau) Volume  of the Collected Papers . B L is Pro-
fessor of Philosophy at the University of Alberta. He is writing a monograph on
the second edition of Principia Mathematica . Y E is editing Papers
 and  and remains on the lookout for new letters and manuscripts for the
Archives. R H is a graduate in philosophy and art history
and an accredited member of the Society of Indexers. G L,
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Iowa, has a book forthcoming from
Cambridge in  titled Wittgenstein’s Apprenticeship with Russell. He is host-
ing the annual meeting of the Bertrand Russell Society on – May  in
Iowa City. C P is Assistant Professor in Philosophy at
Purdue University. His essay “Carnap, Russell and the External World” will
appear in The Cambridge Companion to Carnap . His research project in Russell
studies is to better understand how Russell changed his philosophical views in
response to scientific developments. S S is Professor of Philosophy
at the University of Southern California. He has recently published Reference
and Description (Princeton, ) and is preparing a revised edition of Philo-
sophical Analysis in the Twentieth Century . M D. S is a
researcher with the Bertrand Russell Research Centre and co-editor of the
forthcoming Papers . He is the author of Canada’s Greatest Wartime Muddle
(McGill-Queen’s, ). W B taught in the University of
British Columbia’s Educational Studies department until  and now devotes
himself to writing, editing and association work. He is co-editing (with Stephen
Heathorn) Papers . D D is an undergraduate at McMaster
majoring in philosophy and religious studies.

The centenary in  of the publication of “On Denoting” was
Papers from
“Denoting”
Conferences

marked by several conferences. Now collections of the papers are
being published. McMaster’s conference organizers Nicholas
Griffin and Dale Jacquette have active plans for publication.
The journals Világosság , Teorema , Mind and Russell are devot-

ing issues to denoting, and those of the former two have already appeared. So
has Imaguire and Linsky’s volume. A substantial booklet of extended abstracts
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from the Bologna–Padua conference, in lieu of plans for immediate publication,
is at http://www.filosofia.lettere.unipd.it/analitica.

¶Forthcoming publications include another from the Collected
Forthcoming
Books

Papers series. Volume , covering Russell’s non-technical writ-
ings of – and edited by Andrew Bone and Michael D.
Stevenson, is very close to completion.
¶New books include Michael K. Potter’s Bertrand Russell’s Ethics

New
Books

(Thoemmes Continuum, ) and Guido Imaguire and Ber-
nard Linsky’s “On Denoting”, – (Philosophia, ). A
list of new and recent books in Russell Studies since  is

maintained at http://www.mcmaster.ca/russdocs/forthnew.htm.
¶New acquisitions in the Russell Archives include copies of at

New
Acquisitions

least a dozen letters written to Leonard K. Elmhirst, a Cam-
bridge contemporary of Russell who with his wife owned Dar-
tington Hall school. There is also a letter from Elmhirst in old

age describing and evaluating Russell’s personality.
¶Two new lectures by Russell have come to light. Richard

New
Lectures

Schmitt searched the digitized Chicago Tribune and discovered
that Russell was to speak in  to the Nineteenth Century
Women’s Club. He then found a lengthy report of the lecture in

the local Oak Park Oak Leaves . The talk has the intriguing new topic, “Democ-
racy and Individual Development”. Nick Griffin found in Saunders Mac Lane’s
A Mathematical Autobiography () an account of a lecture at Harvard’s
Mathematical Colloquium in : “Russell proceeded to give an enthusiastic
lecture, which, roughly speaking, described the state of mathematical logic as it
was in .” His failure to answer Mac Lane’s query on Hilbert and Gödel was
disappointing. Russell had been his hero as a Yale undergrad. He took to Prin-
cipia’s idea of a formal proof, but couldn’t get even a reading course on PM.

¶News of the Russell Research Centre will be found in its an-
 nual Newsletter . The fourth issue is being sent to Russell sub-

scribers. Write to its editor, Sheila Turcon, to request a copy. It
has an article on the Russell documentary film being produced by Redcanoe.

¶Some , draft entries for the electronic catalogue of Rus-
 sell’s correspondence were added in the past ten months. The

public website at http://...:/bracers/ has been up-
dated.  is the cornerstone for bibliographic control of the Russell
Archives and of the Collected Letters and Papers projects.

¶Russell-l is a discussion forum managed by Andrew Bone for
“Russell-l” 
the Internet

the benefit of Russell Studies. Visit http://mailman.mcmaster.
ca/mailman/listinfo/russell-l. All the messages since  are
archived and available to members of the forum.


